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Abstract: Under the background of big data information fusion, the use of stepwise regression analysis 
method to evaluate the English writing teaching ability of college teachers usually results in inaccurate 
classification of data flow and great errors of constraint index parameters in information fusion. In this 
paper, k-means fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed. By constructing parameter constraint index 
system and big data analysis model, various nonlinear English teaching parameters are clustered and 
integrated to achieve the extraction of entropy characteristics of English constraint information. On 
this basis, the recursive quantitative analysis method is used to intuitively analyze various parameters 
of English teaching ability and the law of data change in time series. Finally, the correlation of 
constraint parameters and disturbance data of various English teaching parameters is analyzed by 
Matlab simulation algorithm. Research shows that the use of k-means algorithm to carry out 
information fusion of English writing teaching ability data can further improve the efficiency and 
accuracy of English teaching ability assessment of teachers.  
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1. Introduction 

Using information processing technology and big data analysis technology for teaching evaluation 
and resource information scheduling has positive and important significance to improve the 
quantitative management and planning ability of teaching process. To this end, this paper studies the 
assessment of English writing teaching ability based on big data analysis. Because the English writing 
teaching ability evaluation is more restrictive factors, quantitative test and analysis on the need for 
English teaching level, constructs a model of parameter constraint English writing teaching level and 
large data analysis model, using big data information fusion and clustering approach to teaching 
English writing capability assessment, build teaching ability evaluation of the objective function and 
statistical analysis model, quantitative prediction ability to improve English teaching ability evaluation. 
This paper presents a fuzzy k-means clustering based on large data and information fusion estimation 
methods, the teaching of English writing ability to implement English teaching ability index parameter 
clustering and integration, prepare the corresponding teaching resource allocation plan, implement 
teaching English writing ability evaluation quantitative planning, realize the teaching of English 
writing ability to accurately assess [1]. 

2. Methods and Analysis 

2.1 The Implementation Principle of K-Average Clustering Algorithm for College English Writing 
Teaching Ability Evaluation 

The evaluation of college English teachers' writing teaching ability is a cluster analysis of factors 
such as professional accomplishment, teaching resource organization ability, classroom teaching ability, 
scientific research and innovation ability. After the weighted average of the teaching ability of the 
above aspects, the normalized mapping processing of different data is completed, and the data 
information is used as the data object calculated by the K-means clustering algorithm [2]. According to 
the individual similarity of different data, the samples of English teachers' writing ability are divided 
into k categories, and the center positions of k cluster arrays are determined. Then calculate the fitness 
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of each particle in different clusters, evaluate the distance of different particles to the center of their 
own clusters [3] [4], and record the maximum fitness of all particles. The maximum position of the 
particles can be recorded as Gbest. Then, iteratively operates on multiple cluster arrays until the Gbest 
position of each particle is the optimal position it has experienced, that is, the end of the algorithm 
when the particle’s iterative update is optimal [5]. 

2.2 The application of k-means clustering algorithm in English writing teaching ability assessment 

2.2.1 The systematic framework of English writing teaching ability evaluation based on k-means 
clustering 

According to the collected data samples of English writing teaching ability, the main process of 
k-means clustering using Matlab simulation software is (as shown in figure 1) : 

 
Figure 1: The process of k-means clustering of English teaching elements by Matlab simulation 

software 

According to the above the mean K-mean clustering algorithm implementation process, can draw 
ability of English writing teaching class cluster data, will not be in accordance with a certain behavior 
path for successive iterations, but through the clustering center around the particles, into the distance of 
its recent clustering groups, to achieve professional ability of organization, teaching resources, 
classroom teaching, scientific research and innovation ability factor of iteration and the optimal 
clustering[6].  

2.3 Construction of K-means Clustering Analysis Model for English Writing Teaching Ability 
Evaluation 

2.3.1 Information Sampling Model for Evaluating Constrained Parameters of English Writing 
Teaching Ability 

Using the time series and information fusion analysis method, the constraint parameter distribution 
model of English writing teaching ability evaluation is constructed to complete the statistical analysis 
of teachers’ professional quality, teaching resource organization ability, classroom teaching ability, 
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scientific research and innovation ability [4]. The English teaching ability constraint parameter 
information flow model constructed by the differential equation expression with high dimensional 
feature distribution is [7]: 

xn=x(t0+n△t)=h[z(t0+n△t)]+ωn             (1) 

(x: time series of evaluation values of English teachers' writing teaching ability; h: multi-window 
function of teacher’s teaching ability evaluation;ωn: constrained parameter error; t: time).  

Assume that the English teaching ability evaluates the information model of the constraint 
parameters. There are xn+1=μxn(1 -xn) common solutions. The common solution can perform feature 
decomposition on the initial values of k cluster arrays, and the decomposition condition is  

U={u(t)|u(t)∈X,||u||≤d,(t∈I,Ii=(x1,x2,…,xn))}  (2) 

In the process of analyzing the parameters of various English writing teaching ability and analyzing 
the statistical characteristics, it is necessary to construct a data flow model of English writing teaching 
ability evaluation based on its distribution sequence x(n). The model provides a more accurate time 
series for the evaluation of English writing teaching ability: 

C1x(τ)=E{x(n)}=0  C2x(τ)=E{x(n)x(n+τ)}=r(τ)  Ckx(τ1,τ2…,τk-1)≡0,k≥3    (3) 

2.3.2 Quantitative Recursive Analysis of English Writing Teaching Ability Evaluation 

Using recursive quantitative analysis method, the evaluation and analysis of English writing 
teaching ability is carried out. And the information flow model of the big data evaluation, the control of 
a variety of constraint parameters objective function, the formula of the English writing teaching ability 
evaluation objective function is [8]: 
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When the grey system prediction model is used, the recursive queuing analysis and evaluation of 
English teachers’ writing teaching ability can obtain the approximate solution of English teaching 
ability evaluation and prediction. Assume that the data of the distribution characteristics of English 
teachers' teaching ability is{ }N

iix 1= , under the condition that the initial eigenvalue fluctuation of the 
K-means clustering algorithm is small, the probability density of the teaching ability evaluation 
function element is:  

Uc(t)=Kxc(t)                (5) 

In the process of multiple iterations of the constraints of English writing teaching ability, the 
characteristic distribution probability of high-dimensional functions will also change accordingly. After 
k-1 iterations, the continuous function of the English teacher's teaching ability evaluation statistical 
model is transformed from u: I×IRd to u:IR(k≥1), and the gray-order continuous function satisfies the 
condition N(k)<L [9] . After using the recursive quantitative analysis method, the approximate sample 
value of the output information stream k of the output English writing teaching ability evaluation data 
is: 
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The big data K-means clustering objective function is  
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According to the above, the distribution data of English teachers’ teaching ability characteristics 
{ }N

iix 1=  is obtained. Arrangement is a sequence of correlation distribution for the evaluation of English 
writing teaching ability. K-means clustering algorithm is used to optimize and quantify K-values, and 
finally the feature extraction results of quantitative recursive time series for English teachers' writing 
teaching ability evaluation are obtained: 
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(a: the initial sampling maximum value of English writing teaching ability evaluation; xn-1: 
vectorless time series; bj: oscillation attenuation of English writing teaching ability evaluation). 

2.3.3 Implementation Process of K-means Clustering Algorithm Applied in English Writing Teaching 
Ability Evaluation Model 

Firstly, aiming at the above-mentioned English writing teaching ability constraint parameter model, 
the recursive analysis of the influence factors of various English teaching ability is carried out [10]. Then, 
using K-means clustering algorithm, the constraint parameters of English writing teaching ability 
evaluation are transformed into the least squares optimization problem of K clustering objective 
functions. The least squares optimization solve problem refers to the estimated consistency value of the 
constraint vector β of the English writing teaching ability evaluation, so that the value of the dependent 
variable Y and the independent variable X||Y-Xβ|| is the smallest [11]. 

Approximate sample vector for the evaluation of English teacher writing ability di. K-means 
clustering analysis is carried out into the constraint parameter model, and finally the least squares 
solution of the transformed English writing teaching ability evaluation is: 

z(t)=x(t)+iy(t}=a(t)eiθ(t)+n(t)                   (9) 

(x (t): the real part of the evaluation sequence of English writing teaching ability; the imaginary part 
of multiple evaluation data time series) 

Using the obtained English writing teaching ability evaluation time series, Gaussian linear random 
processing of its mean value and variance is obtained, and the substitute data x'(k) of different 
clustering targets is obtained. Then, the original time series data and the substitute data are tested and 
compared statistically, and the distribution data of the k-th writing teaching ability evaluation is 
disturbed and analyzed, and the sub-class set of the k-th clustering objective function is obtained. This 

can determine the utilization rate Uutil=γ of various English writing teaching ability evaluation 
indicators. Then, using the top-down hierarchical decision tree greedy algorithm, the central time series 
feature quantity of English writing teaching ability evaluation is analyzed to determine the subset 
similarity of different teaching ability evaluation resource distribution [12]: 
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(di: Evaluate the prior prediction feature vector for English teaching ability; d1j: 1 iteration center 
vector for large data K-means clustering.) 

Combined with the feature fusion algorithm of information correlation, the parameters of the 
English writing teaching ability evaluation time series are clustered and integrated [13], and the output 
expression of the teaching ability evaluation resource information fusion is 

P(ω|x)=P(x|ω)/P(x).               (11) 

If quantitative recursive analysis is used to classify the probability density of English teaching 
ability assessment resources, the English writing teaching ability can be evaluated as a big data stream 
X(i). It is divided into P(i) Nij×m sub-matrix Xij with the same value, in which
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Through the clustering integration of multiple English teaching ability evaluation index sequences, 
it can complete the evaluation and optimization of teachers’ English teaching ability, and promote the 
resource allocation of English writing teaching and the effective improvement of teachers' English 
teaching skills [14]. 
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2.4 Matlab simulation experiment on English writing teaching ability assessment 

2.4.1 Data acquisition and preprocessing 

English writing teaching ability of college teachers is selected as a data training sample to 
preprocess such factors as teachers' professional quality, teaching resource organization ability, 
classroom teaching ability, scientific research and innovation ability. Pandas, a data analysis and 
processing library, is used to read the collected English. CSV data files, find and delete missing values 
and outliers without correlation, or use Matplotlib graph software to draw scatter graph of clustering 
factors, and delete those data that are far away from the clustering center [15]. After the processing and 
analysis of all strings with numerical values, visual analysis of the data of English writing teaching 
ability can be drawn. There are mainly two distribution forms: centered around the clustering center 
and divergent away from the clustering center. The overall distribution trend of data factors is shown in 
figure 2: 

 
Figure 2: Visual distribution trend of English writing teaching ability data 

It can be seen from the above figure that teachers' writing teaching ability and writing teaching 
behavior path are both random and not subject to the constraints of time and place, so the writing 
teaching obtained may not meet the teaching expectation. Therefore, for the collection of clustering 
factors and data preprocessing of teachers' writing teaching ability, it is necessary to remove the 
collected redundant data samples before further clustering iteration can obtain the ideal values of 
various English teaching constraint parameters [16]. 

2.4.2 Matlab simulation experiment and discussion on English writing teaching ability evaluation 

The statistical results of the sampling data of the teaching ability are evaluated, and information 
fusion and index clustering processing are carried out. Assume that the relevance distribution 
parameters of English writing teaching resources are 5/32

1 =d
cξ , 5/22

2 =d
cξ , 5/22

3 =d
cξ , 

5/6)(max 21 =dgc , 8/3)(max 22 =dgc , and 10/1)(max 23 =dgc . The initial adaptive step size isρ=0.95, 
the sampling frequency is f0=600Hz. The critical value of writing teaching ability evaluation decision 
is Dx=2, and the correlation distribution parameter of teaching resource characteristics is B=1.13. 
According to the above data parameters, the Matlab numerical analysis and simulation software is used 
to reconstruct the constraint parameters of the English writing teaching ability evaluation, and the 
optimal test results of the teaching ability evaluation index are obtained, as shown in Table 1: 

Table 1: Accuracy Test Results of Teaching Ability Evaluation Indicators 

Iteration cycle 1 2 3 4 
Evaluation accuracy /% 96.53 97.04 98.19 98.68 

Utilization rate /% 99.01 98.22 97.75 96.43 
According to the above Table 1, it can be concluded that using Matlab numerical analysis and 

simulation software, the big data K-means clustering parameters of English teachers' writing teaching 
ability evaluation, information fusion and data clustering processing are carried out. This will give the 
best similar solution to the assessment of teaching ability [17]. This indicates that the algorithm has low 
redundancy when evaluating English teachers' writing ability, and the minimum error accuracy is high. 

3. Conclusion 

This paper mainly analyzes the elements of English teacher writing teaching ability based on 
information fusion feature algorithm and K-means clustering algorithm. Firstly, the data flow model of 
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teaching ability evaluation is constructed, the objective function of different constraint parameter 
evaluation indicators is determined, and the quantitative recursive time series of teaching ability 
evaluation is extracted [18]. Then, the feature quantity of the time series is analyzed, the subset similarity 
of different teaching ability evaluation resource distribution is determined, and the information fusion 
algorithm is used to calculate the output expression of the teaching ability evaluation resource. Finally, 
using Matlab numerical analysis and simulation method, the big data reconstruction of various 
constraint parameters is completed, and the big data time domain waveform and optimal solution of 
teaching evaluation resources are obtained. At the same time study also has limitations: without 
experience, it is difficult to determine the number of category K value, thus affecting the clustering 
quality. 
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